Some Leather Education……….
Firstly let me explain how most automotive leather is made in a quick diagram:

Effectively we take the hide or skin of an animal. We then put the pelt through a series of operations and turn it in to a
piece of leather through tanning. We then retan it to give it the necessary characteristics that the final article requires such
as the base dyed colour, softness, water resistance, etc. We the coat the leather on the surface, as necessary, to give
further surface specific characteristics with what is effectively a type of paint. That is the simplistic view, but the chemistry
used is extremely technical!!!
Leather Technology has changed massively over the last few decades. And as a consequence the way that we should look
after and maintain the leather has changed. Older style leather, made up to the early 1990’s, used to be made with
retanning systems where the oils and fats (which give the leather its softness) were not ‘fixed’ to the leather fibres in the
grain and corium zones and could actually migrate out of the leather over time (often seen as fogging). And it was for this
reason that conditioners and hide foods were indeed necessary to replace the lost softening agents. Also the coatings used
on leather years ago, whilst the best at their time, were fairly poor with regards to abrasion resistance and flexibility over
time, resulting in wear and cracking.
Modern day leathers are much more advanced and tested to much higher specifications. The lubricants used are almost
always synthetic, they are modified so that they lock on to the fibres and so do not migrate, contain humectants to
maintain a natural balance of moisture in the leather (this is very important), and the coatings used are now multi-strata
highly crosslinked urethane and acrylic blends that are extremely high performance and have extremely high levels of
abrasion resistance, flexibility, cold crack resistance, etc properties to give a much more durable leather.

The Myth of Conditioners……
As a consequence the way to clean and maintain your leather has also changed. The old style regime of ‘clean and feed
your leather’ is outdated. The cleaning is still very important, but the feeding is now a bit of a myth, because these so
called ‘conditioners’ cannot get into the leather any longer due to the tough coating systems used. Take a look at the
pictures below:
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Here you see a standard piece of automotive leather. In the left picture you can see the control area and the right side area
where we are applying a traditional conditioner. We then left the product for 48 hours which is the picture on the right. As
you can see the conditioner simply can’t get through the coating on the surface of the leather and has left it shiny and
glossy!!!!!
This shows a real issue in that the conditioner, if wiped off will appear to be gone, but actually it will still be there on the
surface, and in the ‘valleys’ between the grain pattern, and will actually pick up dirt and soiling more quickly. Which then
forces you to clean the leather, which is great, but then then if you reapply the conditioner you are simply creating the
‘quick-soiling’ scenario all over again!!!!
Also other brands say their conditioners are required for maintaining softness. Actually the moisture content of the leather
is the most critical aspect, and that is the job of the humectants and the special fatliquors now used in leather manufacture
for automotive leathers.

The Truth……
The truth is that modern day leathers still require maintenance, but through regular cleaning. But a lot of cleaners are very
generic, and their formulations can actually cause minor damage to the coatings if used in excess or not cleaned off
properly. That is why Dr Leather Ltd created a cleaning product that is specifically designed for modern day leathers.
Through our experience of actually making and designing new leathers for many OEM brands and Military Forces we
actually know and utilise all the latest leather technology years ahead of its actual launch in products to the general public.
Our products are founded on the following:









Created by Leather Technologists for modern day leathers
Gently cleans the all-important coating of the leather
Restores the original feel and look to the leather
Unique chemistry recreates the new leather aroma
Top-coat friendly aqueous based pH neutral formulation
Biodegradeable and non-toxic formulation
Silicone-free to ensure no slippery, shiny surfaces
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